Latte Stone
Structures

The Chamoru were also praised for their Latte stone structures, which served as
pillars for their elevated homes. Today, Latte Park displays these thousand-year-old
structures, which are considered archaeological treasures.
Latte structures are stone archaeological remains unique to the Mariana Islands. A
stone pillar supports a hemispherical capstone to form a latte. The ancient
Chamorus generally arranged latte in two parallel rows of four or more pairs to
support their important rectangular, steep pitched roof, pole and thatch buildings.
Communities in coastal areas, river valleys, and a few upland areas, seem to have
competed to build larger and larger latte structures. The Spanish missionaries
referred to the latte as casa de los antigos or houses of the ancients. Latte have
become a significant icon in contemporary Mariana Islands architecture and serve
as a symbol of the Chamoru people and their proud past.

https://guam.stripes.com/travel/latte-stone-park-symbol-guam%E2%80%99s-identity
https://www.guampedia.com/latte-structures/

Latte Stone
Structures
In Guam, strong workers lifted most latte shafts in place using physical force, ropes,
and perhaps with a pole frame to put the caps in place. Chamorus placed the
largest end of the haligi in a hole dug to the desired depth and supported it by
placing rocks on all sides. Finally they filled the hole with back fill materials.
Chamorus probably scooted and pulled the largest tasa up an earthen ramp to
finally rest on the top of the haligi. Once the cap was in place, they removed the
earthen ramp.

The latte is now a significant icon for Guam and the Chamoru people. Modern
architecture such as the A.B. Won Pat Guam International Airport Authority, school
bus stop shelters, entrances to most of Guam’s villages, the archbishop’s residence,
the governor’s residence, the University of Guam, Naval Station, the Chamoru Village,
the Ricardo J. Bordallo Governor’s Complex, and the Guam Legislature, just to name a
few, make use of the latte motif.
https://www.guampedia.com/latte/

